Head-collision of nonlinear waves in a shallow basin: wave field and bottom pressure
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The collision of solitary waves has been studied analytically and numerically in numerous papers for the last 50 years. In the weakly nonlinear theory, the soliton interaction is inelastic. Here we study more general class of the head-collision of nonlinear waves of various shape (Riemann waves of both polarities, shock waves and solitons) in the shallow water within nonlinear shallow-water theory, Serre-Green-Naghdi and Euler equations. The structure of wave field and induced bottom pressure at the moment of wave interaction is analysed analytically and numerically. It is shown that such an interaction leads to a phase shift and shape deformation in the moment of interaction. Estimates of the height of the Riemann waves as well solitons of moderate amplitudes at the moment of interaction are in agreement with theoretical predictions. The phase shift in the interaction of non-breaking waves is small enough, but becomes noticeable in the case of the shock waves motion. The approximated analytical solution for the wave field and bottom pressure distribution is obtained analytically within Serre-Green-Naghdi system. Computed bottom pressure in dispersive theories has two-bell shape for large amplitude solitary waves in quality agreement with theoretical analysis.